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Abstract

Algerian Arabic-French bilinguals show phonetic variation with respect to vowel timber in both their languages. Our study aims to automatically identify vowel variants frequently produced by such bilinguals. To that end, the speech corpus FACST, containing French and Algerian Arabic code-switched speech, was analyzed. A second corpus with native French speakers (NCCFr) was used to provide a reference baseline and to compare vowel variants across the two speech groups. Three experiments were carried out: first, the French speech of both corpora was aligned with a French acoustic model including parallel vowel variants in its pronunciation dictionary. Second, the Arabic speech was aligned using the same acoustic model with parallel vowel variants in its dictionary. Finally, we tested whether peripheral vowels in Algerian Arabic-French bilinguals are more often centralised than in French native speech by allowing schwa as a competing variant. The results show that French natives and Algerian Arabic-French bilinguals globally have a comparable amount of vowel variation in French. However, French natives have stable high vowels whereas bilinguals tend to produce stable low and back vowels. In the centralization experiment, Algerian bilinguals favor the centralization of mid, open and back vowels.

Index Terms: Vowel variation, Code-switched speech, French, Algerian Arabic.

1. Introduction

It has been shown that bilingual speakers’ speech presents more acoustic variation than speech of monolinguals [1, 2]. This is explained by the fact that bilinguals have access to more than one phonemic inventory which may lead to potential interferences [3, 4]. The proposed study focuses on French-Algerian code-switched speech, with bilingual speakers having access to both French and Arabic phonemic inventories. French features a much higher number of vowels than does Algerian Arabic. This makes it particularly interesting to study code-switched (CS) speech [5] and investigate how the increase in complexity of the vowel inventory induced by CS is handled by our bilingual Algerian speakers of French and Arabic. To this end, we propose to compare French vowel production variation in Algerian Arabic-French bilinguals and in French (FR) native speakers. Furthermore, we will compare their French productions (FR-Alg) to their speech productions of Algerian Arabic (AA) in CS context [6, 7]. The aim of the study is to shed some light on the pronunciation variation Algerian Arabic-French bilinguals produce in both languages and in CS speech. To measure vowel production variation we make use of an automatic speech alignment system which includes vowel-specific pronunciation variants in its pronunciation lexicon. The general idea is the following: if during the alignment a vowel is frequently replaced by one of the proposed competing vowels, this is considered as an indicator of variation.

In our study, we focus on parallel variants [8, 9], but do not address phoneme insertion or deletion. Parallel variants present changes in the sound chain which allow multiple choices at a given position. For example, the word sèrie (sérë) (series) could have [síri] as a parallel variant if [i] is one of the possible variants of [ë].

The remainder of this paper is as follows. First a brief comparison between the FR and AA vowel systems is provided, followed by a presentation of the speech corpora used in this investigation. Next, the methodology is presented followed by the results and their discussion. The study ends with general conclusions and perspectives for future research.

2. French and Algerian Arabic vowels

Nowadays, the French vowel system tends to be described using eleven oral vowels and three nasal vowels [10]. Referring to the spelling and transliteration of AA [11, 12], the language counts six oral vowels contrasting in duration (3 short vowels, 3 long vowels). The AA vowels are [i, a, u, iː, aː, uː]. The comparison of the two vowel systems shows that French has a richer voca- 

3. Speech material

In this study the French Algerian Code-switching Triggered (FACST) corpus of French and Algerian Arabic speech from Algerian Arabic-French bilinguals was used. Details of this corpus which contains both read and spontaneous speech can be found in [12, 14]. The corpus contains a total of 7.30h of read and stimulated spontaneous speech with code-switching [15] in both French and Algerian Arabic of 20 speakers (10 female). To date the data from 11 speakers, ca. 3 hours has been fully transcribed and verified and is used in the present study.

Furthermore, the Nijmegen Corpus of Casual French (NCCFr) is also used in the analyses in order to provide a refer- ence baseline for vowel variation in French spontaneous speech. The corpus contains about 36h of conversational French of 46 speakers (24 female) raised in Central/Northern France. More detailed information about this corpus can be found in [17].

4. Methodology

This section describes the methodology used to study vowel variants via automatic speech-text alignments with lexicons including pronunciation variants for 3 series of experiments with targeted contrasts.
4.1. Automatic alignment

The automatic alignment of the parallel vowel variants across both speech corpora and for each one of the three experiments was realized using a set of position-independent monophone acoustic models similar to those described in [18, 19, 20, 21]. This setup was used as previous studies showed that since the large sets of context-dependent acoustic models typically used in speech recognition systems, capture some of the coarticulatory variation, there is less of a need for the system to select a different phoneme than the canonical one [8,9]. The alignment system locates word and phone boundaries using the orthographic transcriptions and the best matching pronunciations chosen among the pronunciation variants that are included in its dictionary. Typical pronunciation variants in French are due to optional liaison consonants and schwa vowels (which may be described as sequential variants), allowing for one or more or one less phone symbol in the pronunciation. Other typical variants are due to word-final consonant cluster simplifications as in the word autre (other) which provides the following choices to the system: [otr], [atr], [otr], [otra], [atra], [ot], [atr]. This particular example combines both parallel ([o,r]) and sequential (optional [r] and [a]) variants. However, in general, most lexical entries tend to be described by their canonical (full form) pronunciation.

This method is more objective than human transcriptions however the vowel choices are categorical. In order to capture gradual variations, complementary analyses carried out by humans are necessary.

4.2. Production variation quantification

Production variation is quantified for each target vowel by measuring the rates of the corresponding competing vowels that are selected during the automatic alignment phase. For instance, if all occurrences of a given target vowel were aligned unchanged without making use of any of the competing variants, the variation rate would be 0%. In the result section, for each experiment, the variation will be described with the help of variant rates indicating the proportion of occurrences of a target vowel that were replaced by a competing vowel.

4.3. Vowel variants in French: French natives vs. bilinguals

In the first experiment, we start measuring vowel production variation using the proposed method with spontaneous speech of French native speakers to establish a reference. Then, we apply exactly the same method to the French and Algerian speech parts of our bilingual speakers [22, 23], however our analyses focus on the French productions. Production variation is measured for five target vowels, where each target vowel is put in parallel with two competing variants. A specific pronunciation variant lexicon is built for each condition. The defined target vowels are the peripheral vowels /i, e, a, o, u/ with competing variants as shown in Table 1. For each target vowel, competing variants were chosen as the two nearest neighbors towards the center of the vocalic space (triangle) with respect to the target vowel’s location. For the open vowel /a/, we tested two different configurations, termed as anterior and posterior. We also included /ɛ/ as a variant for /ɛ/, and /œ/ as a variant for /œ/. Our initial analyses indicate that there is no significant change to the results without these extra variants.

The different pronunciation variant lexicons were tested on both corpora (French native NCCFs and the French speech subset of the bilingual FACST corpus) using the LIMSI automatic alignment system with French native acoustic models.

4.4. Vowel variants in code-switching

In the following, only speech from the FACST corpus was used. Here, we focus on vowel production variation in bilingual speakers as a function of the spoken language, French (FR) or Algerian Arabic (AA). We limit the investigations to the three cardinal vowels /i, a, u/ which are shared by the two phonological vowel systems. For each of the three target vowels, the same competing vowels are used as in the first experiment.

The automatic alignment system was still based on French acoustic models. As the French inventory contains more vowels, the French acoustic models allow us to quantify what happens in a larger number of smaller vocalic locations in the Algerian Arabic vowel space. It is noteworthy to remind that the use of French acoustic models should not lead to interpretations such as aligned variants correspond to realizations of French phonemes, but rather that the realization of an Arabic vowel is acoustically close to that of French vowels.

4.5. Vowel centralization in French and code-switching

In this experiment, we aim at quantifying whether the acoustic realizations of the peripheral vowels tend to move towards the center by simply testing one single competing vowel, the /a/ schwa. We also added the three nasal vowels: /i, e, a, o, u, ɛ, ŋ, ɔ/ and the following AA vowels /i, a, u, ɛ, a, ɔ, ʊ, ŋ/. Considering /a/ schwa as the competing variant informs us about vowel reduction, which is also linked to vowel centralization [24]. This experiment allows us to measure whether the schwa variant is particularly productive in a CS context [25] and whether vowels tend to become more centralized.

5. Results

This section reports results for the 3 series of experiments aiming at quantifying vowel production variation, either by contrasting vowel substitution or by centralization for native French and bilingual Algerian-French speakers. Variant rates by vowel, by group/language as well as by group/language for each vowel were analyzed using the Chi-square test of independence.

5.1. Vowel variants in French: French natives vs. bilinguals

Figure 1 shows the vowel variant results as a function of the five vowel targets /i, e, a, o, u/. Variant rates are stacked starting from the bottom with the target vowel to which are added the two competing vowels. For each target vowel, the first stack of results corresponds to the French natives (as a reference) before the results of the French CS speech of the bilinguals are displayed. For the /a/ target vowel, only the anterior variants are

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target vowel</th>
<th>Competing variants</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/i/</td>
<td>/ɛ, ŋ/</td>
<td>lit (bed): li, le, ly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ɛ/</td>
<td>/ɛ, ŋ/</td>
<td>nez (nose): ne, nr, nœ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/a/</td>
<td>/ɛ, ŋ/</td>
<td>chat (cat): ja, fr, fe (anterior)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ɔ/</td>
<td>/ɛ, ŋ/</td>
<td>chaud (hot): jo, jɔ, jö</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/œ/</td>
<td>/ɛ, ŋ/</td>
<td>loup (wolf): lu, lo, lœ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For the target vowel \([i]\), results show that the bilinguals differ vowel significantly more (77.1 %) than while reading. French bilinguals are speaking the first variant of the other target vowels. Furthermore, variation rates depend on the language (\([i]\): 35.9 %, \([a]\) with anterior variants: 42.9 % and \([u]\): 37.5 %). Inversely, for the target \([a]\) with posterior variants, the first vowel variant \([\oe]\) appears more often (74.3 %) than do French native speakers (54.2 %).

Finally, it is interesting to note that for the 3 vowels [i,a,u], the bilingual speakers have much larger variant rates in their native Algerian speech than in French. The following subsection sheds more light on variations between FR-Alg and AA speech.

5.2. Vowel variants in code-switching

In read speech, the tested variants show that vowels are less stable in AA than in FR-Alg speech produced by Algerian Arabic-French bilinguals. Statistical analyses show that in read speech the variation rates differ according to the vowel (\(\chi^2(6) = 23.37, p < 0.001\)). For the target vowel [i] the first variant ([e] in our case) was chosen more often (31.6 %) than the other target vowels. Inversely, the first variant ([a]) of the target vowel [a] (post) was chosen significantly less often (9.5 %) compared to the first variant of the other target vowels. Furthermore, variation rates depend on the language the French-Algerian bilinguals are speaking (\(\chi^2(2) = 19.19, p < 0.001\)). While reading in French, the bilingual speakers produce the target vowel significantly more often (77.1 %) than while reading in Algerian Arabic (47.5 %), leading to higher variation rates for the AA speech. With respect to variation rates by language for each vowel, we only observe no significant differences for the target vowel [u] (\(\chi^2(2) = 1.25, p = 0.54\)). For the target vowel [i], results show that the bilinguals differ regarding the variant [e] (\(\chi^2(2) = 15.22, p < 0.001\)). In French, the variant [e] was chosen only in 18.8 % of the cases whereas in Algerian Arabic 44.1 % of the [i] targets were aligned as [e]. With respect to the [a] target with both types of variants (ante: (\(\chi^2(2) = 50.76, p < 0.001\)), post: (\(\chi^2(2) = 36.31, p < 0.001\)), the bilinguals produce a high number of targets in French ([a] (ante): 86.0 %, [a] (post): 87.3 %) compared to their productions in Algerian Arabic ([a] (ante): 37.0 %, [a] (post): 48.6 %). As a consequence, in Algerian Arabic, variant rates for the posterior variants [r] (25.0 %) and [œ] (38.0 %) are significantly higher than in French ([r]: 6.2 %, [œ]: 7.8 %). With respect to the posterior variants for the target [a], only the variant [œ] appears more often in Algerian Arabic (38.7 %) than in French (6.4 %).

CS speech is rather different from read speech especially for the AA part of the data. In FR-Alg, we observe that the target vowels were aligned as [i, a, u] in most of the cases in both read and code-switched speech. Only the low score of [u] in read speech is an exception to that tendency. Statistical analyses show that vowel variation rate in CS speech is vowel dependant (\(\chi^2(6) = 25.52, p < 0.001\)). Compared to the other target vowels, [i] allows the first variant ([e] in our case) more often (35.3 %). Inversely, for the target [a] with posterior variants, the first vowel variant [œ] is produced less frequently (10.7 %) compared to the first variant of the other vowels. Moreover, language also has an impact on the vowel variant rates (\(\chi^2(2) = 12.96, p < 0.01\)). Overall, French-Algerian bilinguals produce the target vowel more often in French (63.0 %) than they do in Algerian Arabic (41.6 %). Detailed analyses for each target vowel and its variants revealed that French-Algerian bilinguals significantly modify their speech production according to the language ([i]: (\(\chi^2(2) = 10.18, p < 0.01\)); [a] with anterior variants: (\(\chi^2(2) = 21.04, p < 0.001\)); [a] with posterior variants: (\(\chi^2(2) = 12.92, p < 0.01\)); [u]: (\(\chi^2(2) = 13.97, p < 0.001\))). The bilinguals produced significantly more target vowels speaking French for [i] (57.5 %), [a] with anterior variants (74.3 %) and [u] (63.0 %) than while speaking Algerian Arabic ([i]: 35.9 %, [a] with anterior variants: 42.9 % and [u]: 37.5 %). Regarding the target vowel [a] with posterior variants, the bilinguals substituted [œ] more often by [œ] while speaking Algerian Arabic (39.0 %) than while speaking French (16.7 %).

5.3. Vowel centralization in French and code-switching

As shown in Table 2 for French native speakers, the oral vowel [i] as well as the three nasal vowels [e, œ, ˜e] were least affected by vowel centralization.

Statistical analyses confirmed that vowel centralization in French is vowel dependent (\(\chi^2(9) = 28.24, p < 0.001\)). The vowel [œ] is most affected by vowel centralization (29.8 %)
whereas the vowel [i] is least affected by centralization (10.7%). With respect to group (FR, FR-Alg), no significant differences regarding vowel centralization are found ($\chi^2(9) = 9.50, p = 0.39$).

For the AA part of the study, vowel centralization has been studied in a slightly different way because the vowels [e] and [o] do not have a grapheme correspondence in Arabic. Thus we decided to include the following short and long Arabic vowels in the analysis [i, ẹ, a, a:, u, u:]. The alignment was still carried out with the French acoustic model used for the other experiments. Results are summarized in Table 3. They show that globally long vowels are less often centralized than short vowels. This tendency was confirmed in both speech styles reading and CS.

Globally, the centralization of AA vowels are more noticeable in the short vowels in read speech the CS speech precisely the gap between the front vowel [i] with 56.5% and its long version with 15.0%. We conclude, the duration of vowels gives more stability to realization and in AA the hyper-articulation in medium and speed speech rate for the read speech boosts the centralization and schwa production. However, this tendency was not confirmed by the statistical analyses ($\chi^2(1) = 1.01, p = 0.32$).

Statistical analyses indicated that vowel centralization is also vowel dependent in Arabic ($\chi^2(5) = 30.00, p < 0.001$). The vowel [i] is less often centralized (17.4%) than the other vowels i.e. [i, ẹ, a, a:, u, u:] (39.2%). However, speech style i.e. reading and CS do not have an impact on vowel centralization in Arabic ($\chi^2(5) = 7.67, p = 0.18$).

6. Discussion and Conclusions
In this study we examined vowel variants of [i, e, a, o, u] as well as vowel centralization in French and Algerian Arabic. With respect to French, we compared two speaker populations: French natives and Algerian-Arabic bilinguals. The Arabic speech was exclusively produced by Algerian-Arabic bilinguals.

Our results showed that, overall, Algerian Arabic-French bilinguals produce as much variability of vowels in French as do French native speakers. There is only one exception to this observation: in French, Algerian Arabic-French bilinguals show less variation for [a] targets than do French native speakers. Algerian Arabic-French bilinguals seem to vary less on low vowels than high vowels. This leads us to the conclusion that the bilinguals do not reproduce the difference between high and low vowels observed in French native speakers regarding the degree of variation.

French-Algerian Arabic bilinguals showed more variability across all target vowels in Arabic than they did in French. This result suggests that these bilinguals have different production strategies according to the language. The French vowel triangle shows a higher density than does the Arabic vowel triangle. The bilingual speakers in our study adapt to the language and vary their vowels accordingly.

In French natives, the low variability observed for high vowels, especially [i], might be explained by the density of the vowel triangle, notably for the high frontal vowels [i, y, e, r], which share a restricted place, hence, low variability of these vowels helps communication. In Algerian Arabic however, as presented above, only three phonological vowels exist /i, a, u/, which each present a short/long duration difference. However, phonetically Algerian Arabic also has the mid front vowel [e]. The variability observed for [i] in French and Arabic in our data suggests that this mid front vowel is rather a variant of /i/ than /a/ for these Algerian Arabic-French bilinguals.

Finally, with respect to the parallel variants with [a] in French, our data showed that the vowel [a] is more often centralized compared to the other target vowels. Similar findings were reported in [26] where [a] was found to be close to [e] which is also a central vowel. Our data in French showed that French-Algerian Arabic bilinguals centralize vowels in the same way as do French native speakers. However, descriptively we find that in French natives, whose vowel productions are generally more variable, the most stable vowels are [i, e] and the three nasal vowels, whereas in Algerian Arabic-French bilinguals the most stable vowels, next to the nasals, were [i, a, u]. The mid vowels [e, r, 3, o] were frequently aligned with [a]. This might be explained with the Algerian Arabic phonemic vowel system where mid vowels are absent and thus not very important for successful communication. The vowels [i, a, u], on the other hand are important on a phonemic level for Arabic speakers because from a structural point of view Arabic distinguishes for instance word classes verb tenses over vowel variation in similar consonant contexts, hence, vowel variation with a mutual central vowel could be fatal for communication and sentence structure.

With respect to Arabic, our results showed that the target [i:] is less often centralized than the other vowels. A possible reason for this result might lay in the extreme position of [i:] in the vowel triangle. In order to investigate this hypothesis, further acoustic analyses are needed.

In conclusion, our corpus based analysis suggests that French-Algerian Arabic bilinguals are able to vary their vowel productions according to the language they speak, thereby adjusting their productions to the respective vowel systems.
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